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KEY MESSAGES
Theoretical biomass potentials are based on estimates of evidently existing
biomass (harvest residues) following forestry and agriculture or estimates
based on assumptions on available land and annual yields of dedicated
energy crops grown on that land in the future.
The major message in this report, based on Swedish experiences, is to have
realistic expectations on future market potential of biomass for energy
from forestry and agriculture. There are a number of limitations that will
make the amount of market available biomass considerably less than
theoretically available biomass, and the type of limitations will vary
depending on the category of biomass resource and circumstances in the
area of production.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bioenergy from forestry and agriculture have the potential to contribute to future
energy need and thereby secure the energy supply in countries highly dependent on
imported energy sources and to mitigate climate change primarily by substituting
fossil energy alternatives. The extent of the contribution is difficult to forecast as it
depends on a large number of factors. Estimates of future biomass potentials
therefore tend to give different predictions. Berndes et al. (2003) reviewed 17
different studies on the possible contribution of biomass in the future (2050) global
energy supply, where the studies ranged from annual deliveries from below 100 to
above 400 EJ. Identified crucial parameters for the differences were assumptions
about land availability and yield levels, but also differences in expectations about
future availability of wood and residues from agriculture and forestry had an effect on
the potentials.
Secure feedstock supply is an important issue for investors within the bioenergy
business. In most cases it is not the global feedstock supply, but rather the national,
regional or local feedstock supply that are of interest to secure an investment, even
though import sometimes is a feasible option. In this report we use experiences from
Sweden – a country with a comparatively strong market for biomass for energy - to
show the difference between theoretically available biomass and market available
biomass for energy and examples of limitations that make the difference. This is
exemplified with (i) biomass from forestry, i.e. stump biomass following harvest in
long-rotation forestry and (ii) biomass from agriculture, i.e. straw from cereal and
oilseed cultivation and Salix, long suggested as a short-rotation energy crop with high
potential in Sweden. Stumps and straw represent biomass that exists, following
harvest of a main crop that is fairly easy to estimate. There are, however, a number
of reasons why the market potential is far below the theoretical potential based on
the physically available biomass. Salix, on the other hand, represents a currently
almost non-existing biomass where the theoretical potential is based on assumptions
of available suitable land, how much of this land will be utilized, soil fertility, and
annual yields. In addition there are other uncertainties which will influence the actual
yields such as farmer attitudes and practices to produce new, dedicated energy crops,
alternative land use, and agricultural policies.
2.1 Biomass supply from long-rotation forestry
Forests cover a large share of Sweden’s land area and the forest industry is important
for the economy. However, the forest history shows that the forest resource was
heavily exploited during the 18th and 19th centuries. At the turn of the 19th century the
awareness of the importance of a secure feedstock supply to a growing forest industry
resulted in a new forest policy that over time resulted in an increased growing stock
(Figure 1). This was a result of primarily two things, namely, harvest levels that rarely
exceeded annual growth and an obligation by law to secure afforestation after final
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cut. In addition,
a
re
eforestation
n was estab
blished on fformer fore
ested areass that due tto
land use
e had degen
nerated to Calluna heathlands, p
particularlyy in southerrn Sweden.

Figure 1. Growing stock
s
in Sw
wedish foressts from the
e 1920’s to
o present. N
Note: Figurres
are 5-ye
ear averages. Source: The Swedissh Nationall Forest Invventory, Sw
wedish
University of Agricu
ultural Scie
ences, Ume
eå.
This incrrease in gro
owing stock
k has succe
essively incrreased annual growth and thereb
by
the pote
ential annua
al harvest from
f
Swediish forests supporting a growing forest indu
ustry
in Swede
en over tim
me (Figure 2).
2
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Figure 2. Annual increment an
nd gross felling in Swe
edish forestts 1956-200
07. Note:
Figures are
a 5-year averages. Source:
S
The
e Swedish N
National Fo
orest Inventtory, Swediish
University of Agricu
ultural Scie
ences, Ume
eå.
An important message from fiigure one and
a two is tthat it take
es time to increase forrest
growth and
a potentiial harvest levels in a northern ttemperate tto boreal cclimate with
long-rota
ation forestry. This means
m
that the
t forest iindustry toggether with
h an emergging
bioenerg
gy industry, in the sho
ort-term (0-30 years), to a large extent havve to rely o
on
current growing sto
ock. Over exploitation
e
n of this ressource with
h annual ha
arvest levells
above an
nnual grow
wth is a non-sustainable short-terrm solution that will d
drain the fo
orest
resource
e over time
e (Egnell & Björheden,, 2012).
A more sustainable
s
e short-term
m option is to supply tthe energy industry w
with forest
biomass that is nott traditiona
ally used byy the forestt industry o
or with low--priced fore
est
biomass that the energy indusstry can compete with
h on the market. Thiss has been tthe
experien
nce of Swed
den where the first la
arge-scale b
biomass on the market was resid
dues
from the
e wood-pro
ocessing ind
dustry, i.e. bark, saw dust, shaviings, etc. – a resource
e
that is fu
ully utilized
d today. Ass the bioma
ass market for energy in Sweden is still grow
wing
at a rate
e of around
d 14 PJ per year (Figurre 3), rough
hly corresp
ponding to 2 million cu
ubic
meters of
o solid woo
od (cf. Figu
ure 2), therre remains a requirem
ment for mo
ore forest
biomass to satisfy market
m
dem
mand.
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Figure 3. Total supply of biom
mass for ene
ergy in Swe
eden 1970-2
2010. Sourcce: Statistics
Sweden and the Sw
wedish Enerrgy Agency..
To fill th
hat biomasss supply gap, focus today is on fo
orest bioma
ass that tra
aditionally
remaine
ed in the forest when only
o
stem-w
wood is dellivered to tthe forest industry. Th
hat
is e.g. lo
ogging resid
dues and sttumps following harve
est, and small diamete
er trees. A
rather la
arge share of logging residues
r
is already on the marke
et. Therefore the inte
erest
in stump
ps has incre
eased latelyy in Sweden
n. This has resulted in
n a demand
d for an
environm
mental imp
pact assessm
ment study (EIAS) on sstump harvvest, by the
e Swedish
Forest Agency,
A
beffore any larrge-scale op
perations ccould be accepted. On
ne compone
ent
of that work,
w
dealing with lim
mitations th
hat will resttrict the am
mount of sttumps
harveste
ed, is prese
ented here as an exam
mple of diffe
erences be
etween theo
oretically
available
e biomass and
a actual market rea
alized amou
unts.
Thanks to
t the Natio
onal Forestt Inventory (NFI) in Sw
weden, accu
urate data for the
growing stock and site characcteristics att national aand regiona
al level are available. The
NFI-data
a are regula
arly used to
o analyze current and expected future timb
ber balance
es.
The late
est (SKA-VB 08) was fin
nalized in 2008.
2
In the
e reference
e scenario ((“business as
usual”), average an
nnual harve
est levels 2010-2020 w
were prediccted to be 9
90.5 million
cubic me
eters. Allom
metric funcctions for siingle trees by Marklun
nd (1988) show that th
he
harvesta
able stump holds a ratther stable biomass sh
hare over d
different tre
ee diamete
ers in
Norway Spruce and
d Scots pine
e (Figure 4)).
With an assumption
n of a wood
d density off 0.4 kg dm
m-3, a stump
p biomass ccorrespondiing
to 37 % of
o the biom
mass in harvvested stem
mwood (cf. Figure 4), and an ave
erage heating
value of 18 MJ kg-1 dry stump biomass, the theoret ic energy p
potential in
n stump
6

biomass following these
t
prediicted harve
est level, caan be estim
mated to 24
40 PJ per ye
ear
(Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Relative biomass
b
disstribution (%) in stump
p, branchess and needles, and ste
emwood inc
cluding barrk, with inccreasing dia
ameter at b
breast height in Norwa
ay spruce a
and
Scots pin
ne accordin
ng to Marklund (1988).
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Figure 5. Annual en
nergy poten
ntial (PJ) in
n stump bio
omass in Sw
weden, follo
owing harvvest
in a “business as ussual” scena
ario (90.5 million
m
m3 o
of stemwoo
od per year). The
potentia
al is shown for (i) All tree
t
speciess and harve
est operatio
ons; (ii) forr final cut o
only
(excluding thinning
gs); (iii) forr Norway sp
pruce and SScots pine o
only; (iv) ass in iii, but only
in forestts dominate
ed by sprucce and pine
e (≥ 60 % of the volume); (v) as in
n iv, but with
only suittable groun
nd condition
ns (soil moiisture, surfface structu
ure, and slo
ope conditiions
better th
han class 3, cf. Table 1).
There arre a numbe
er of reason
ns why stum
mp harvest is not feasible in thin
nnings. The
stump re
emoval technology is still in deve
elopment aand is curre
ently accom
mplished wiith a
special harvest
h
devvice attache
ed to an ex
xcavator (FFigure 6). This makes iit expensive to
harvest stumps in a thinned stand with relatively
r
fe
er stumps
ew and small diamete
available
e. There is also an inccreased risk
k for root aand stem da
amages on remaining
trees in the stand. As 30 % of the harvessted volume
e in Sweden comes fro
om thinnings
the pote
ential is red
duced to ap
pproximate
ely 165 PJ (Figure 5).
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Figure 6. An excavator equipped with a special device for stump harvest. Photo:
Gustaf Egnell.
A large proportion of the red listed forest species in Swedish forests are dependent on
dead wood. For biodiversity reasons only stumps from the two dominating coniferous
tree species in Sweden, Scots pine and Norway spruce, are considered suitable for
stump harvest in the EIAS (cf. Lindhe & Lindelöw, 2004; Hjälten, et al., 2010). This
reduces the stump biomass potential to 152 PJ (Figure 5). For economical reasons
suitable stands for stump harvest have to be dominated by pine and spruce. A
restriction to stands with spruce and pine holding ≥ 60 % of the standing volume
reduced the potential further to about 150 PJ, (Figure 5).
The ground condition on sites that are suitable in terms of tree species composition is
also important as it impacts the operation efficiency and may contribute to negative
effects on the environment. The economy in stump harvest with current technology
does not allow steep slopes or uneven ground surfaces that will slow down the
operation. Stump harvest also increase the risk for rutting and soil compaction as
logging residues, that can be used to stabilize strip roads, is normally harvested along
with part of the root system, that reinforces the soil. In addition, the added harvested
volumes necessitate additional terrain traffic. Examples of potential environmental
effects resulting from the increased traffic include reduced site productivity,
9

increased soil erosion, and increased emissions of greenhouse gases from the soil. For
these reasons moist and wet sites are unsuitable for stump harvest. In the EIAS, it was
therefore decided that stump harvest should be restricted to sites with suitable soil
moisture, slope, and surface structure (SSS). These variables are also classified in the
NFI and stands suitable for stump harvest were those with SSS ≤ 3 (cf. Table 1). This
reduced the potential to roughly 100 PJ, or 42 % of the theoretical potential (Figure
5).
Table 1. Soil moisture, slope, and surface structure classification in the Swedish
National Forest Inventory.
Class

Soil moisture

Slope

Surface structure

1
2
3
4
5

Dry
Mesic
Mesic-moist
Moist
Wet

Level
Gentle
Moderate
Steep
Very steep

Smooth
Fairly smooth
Somewhat uneven
Uneven
Very uneven

The reductions, down to 42 % of the theoretical stump-potential, are primarily
reductions due to unsuitable sites. Further limitations that may reduce the number of
suitable sites and thereby the market potential further due to economic, social, and
environmental reasons includes:






Economic
o Small sites
o Sites with a low standing stock
o Sites distant from the market
o Sites with long terrain transport distances
Social
o Sites within the reindeer herding area
o Sites owned by forest owners that are reluctant to harvest stumps (50 %
of the forest land in Sweden is privately owned)
Environmental
o Sites with, or close to areas with, high nature protection values
o Sites with a high density of ancient remnants
o Sites close to urban areas

There are also within site limitations that will reduce the potential on stumpharvested sites. That includes stumps from tree species that should be left for
biodiversity reasons, already accounted for in the estimate above. But there are
additional reasons why not all stumps will be harvested within a stump-harvested site.
Due to current stump harvest technology, it is not economically feasible to remove
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small stu
umps with diameters less than 15-20 cm. T
The distribu
ution of stumps in
different diameter classes is also
a
availab
ble in the N
NFI data an
nd shows that the averrage
clear-cut holds a fa
airly high number of stumps
s
belo
ow 20 cm in
n diameterr (Figure 7)..

n
of spruce
s
and pine stum ps (st ha-1) in differen
nt stump
Figure 7. Average number
diamete
er classes on
n Swedish clear-cuts.
c
Source: Th
he Swedish National F
Forest
Inventorry, Swedish Universityy of Agriculttural Sciencces, Umeå..
n of these stump numb
bers to biom
mass showss that 7 % o
of the biomass
A rough conversion
is found in stumps < 15 cm an
nd 20 % in stumps < 200 cm in diam
meter. Thu
us, an
additional 10 % red
duction of the
t potential is reason
nable, leavving us with
h about 90 P
PJ.
Other re
easons why spruce and
d pine stum
mps will be left on stump harvestted sites
include:




So
ome stumps are neede
ed to stabilize the soiil along striip roads
So
ome stumps are left close
c
to living and deaad trees (re
etention tre
ees left to
promote bio
odiversity) to
t avoid da
amage by m
machinery o
or wind.
Sttumps are left
l
close to buffer zo
ones along ssurface waters to cou
unteract
po
otential wind damage
e

etween and
d within sitte limitatio
ons not take
en
In this analysis, datta is lacking for the be
e bulleted lists
l
above.. A rough e
estimate ind
dicates tha
at an additional
into account by the
t stump potential
p
will
w be left in
i the foresst , resultin
ng in an annual marke
et
20 % of the
available
e stump po
otential of approximat
a
tely 70 PJ w
which is 30 % of the th
heoreticallyy
available
e stump po
otential of 240
2 PJ.

mass supply
y from agriculture
2.2 Biom
The biom
mass supply
y from Swedish agricu
ulture is tod
day small compared w
with the
biomass supply from
m the foresst sector, equivalent
e
tto some 2-3
3% (Swedish Energy
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Agency, 2011). The supply consists of traditional annual crops, such as grain and oil
seed for biofuel production (ethanol and biodiesel), straw for heat production, mainly
in farm-scale facilities, and Salix for combined heat and power (CHP) production in
district heating systems (DHS).
2.2.1 Annual crops
In contrast to biomass from long-rotation forestry, biomass supply from traditional
annual food crops could respond and increase rapidly to price signals driven by the
energy sector and expectations of improved profitability for the farmers. This is due
to the short rotations of annual crops, the existing investments in infrastructure, farm
machinery and administrative systems and tools, and the existing knowledge among
the farmers regarding the cultivation of traditional food crops. Increased price levels
for grain and oilseed can be driven by, for example, political incentives within biofuel
policies promoting the first generation (1G) biofuels. Examples of such political
incentives are found in the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) in the European Union
(EC, 2009). However, there exist various limitations in the scale and pace of growth of
the 1G biofuels, which has been identified and debated in a vast amount of
publications during the recent years (see e.g. IEA Bioenergy, 2011, for a
comprehensive review). Aspects that have to be considered are increased competition
of arable land for food and feed production, greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation
efficiency, land use changes etc.
2.2.2 Crop residues
Crop residues in agriculture, such as straw, are a biomass resource which can be
increasingly utilized for energy purposes without causing a direct competition of
arable land for food and feed production. On the contrary, an increased production of
food and feed in the form of grain and oilseed, generates more straw, which could
potentially be available for energy purposes. Like biomass from annual crops, the
supply of crop residues could respond rapidly to changed prices in the energy sector
due to their short rotation.
Energy carriers from crop residues, such as straw, normally show a better
environmental performance from a life cycle perspective than energy carriers from
annual crops (see e.g. Cherubini and Ulgiati, 2010; Uihlein and Schebek, 2009). There
are, however, also limits for the amounts of straw that can be harvested since straw is
a soil conditioner which maintain the organic matter content and thereby the longterm productivity of the soil. Furthermore, straw is to some extent used in animal
husbandry. The potential of straw for energy purposes thus differs between regions
due to technical, ecological and socio-economic factors.
Previous estimations of the theoretical potential of straw in Swedish grain and oilseed
cultivation amount to some 100 PJ per year (SOU, 2007). Of this amount, about 70 PJ
(60-80%) is estimated to be technically available to harvest when various types of
losses on the field are included. The actual harvested potential is further limited by
climate conditions, such as rain during harvest seasons, and these limitations increase
12

in northern Sweden due to shorter harvest periods. In addition to this, ecological
limitations restrict the straw harvest. The amount of straw that should remain on the
field to maintain the organic matter content in the soil varies locally depending on
geographical factors, weather conditions and agricultural practices (Bernesson and
Nilsson, 2005). Limitations due to climate and ecological factors may vary locally and
be equivalent to 20% up to 85%, and a rough estimation is that the net available straw
potential in Sweden is then reduced to about 45 PJ (SOU, 2007). A large amount of
straw is today used for feed and bedding in animal husbandry. Available straw
resources for energy purposes will therefore be smaller in areas with intensive animal
production. The use of straw in animal husbandry also differs depending on animal
breed and animal production technology utilised. Current Swedish animal husbandry is
estimated to utilise some 20 PJ straw per year in total, leading to a market available
amount of straw for energy purposes of about 25 PJ per year (SOU, 2007).
This previous estimation of the straw potential for energy purposes in Sweden was
based on an assumed straw to grain ratio of 1.1 for wheat, reflecting the situation in
the late 1990s (SOU, 2007). Corresponding ratio for barley, oat and rye was estimated
to 0.8, 1.3 and 1.5 respectively. The straw to grain ratio has been continuously
reduced over time due to plant breeding and the corresponding ratio for wheat was
about 1.5 in the late 1980s (Börjesson, 1994). A new study show a further significant
reduction of the straw to grain ratio of modern grains equivalent to, on average, 0.6,
varying from 0.4 to 1 (Nilsson and Bernesson, 2009). Thus, this reduction of the straw
to grain ratio will have a significant impact on the previous estimated straw potential,
indicating that this potential should be reduced from 25 to about 15 PJ per year, i.e.
15% of the theoretical potential (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Estimated
d straw pottential in Sw
weden (adaapted data from SOU,, 2007; Nilssson
nesson, 200
09).
and Bern

a
price of forest fuels (woo
od chips) de
elivered to large-scale
e
Figure 9. Average annual
district heating
h
pla
ants in Swed
den during 1993 to 20011 (1€=10 SEK) (data from Swed
dish
Energy Agency,
A
201
11).
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An overa
all conclusion is that estimations
e
s of the maarket availa
able potenttial of straw
w for
energy purposes
p
in Sweden is 5-7 times lower than the theore
etical biolo
ogical poten
ntial
(see Figu
ure 8) and could vary significantly dependin
ng on the limitations considered
d,
but also depending
g on the app
plied time perspective
e. Furtherm
more, econ
nomical
limitatio
ons may afffect the pra
actical avaiilable pote ntial of strraw as, for example, sstraw
is distrib
buted over large areass, which sometimes co
ould lead to high hand
dling and
harvest straw for ene
distributtion costs. The profita
ability for farmers
f
to h
ergy purpose
es
dependss on a severral factors both within
n and outsi de the agriicultural se
ector. Toda
ay,
only a minor
m
part of
o the available straw for energyy purposes iis harvested and main
nly
used in farm-scale
f
heating sysstems. The
e interest frrom large-sscale districct heating
plants to
o use straw
w as a fuel has
h so far been
b
limite d since the
e availabilitty of forestt
fuels at reasonable
e prices hass been sizea
able. Howe
ever, this m
might changge in the ne
ear
future iff biomass prices
p
continues to inccrease at an
n equivalen
nt rate as d
during the p
past
ten yearrs (Figure 9). The revised energyy potential from straw
w of approxiimately 15 PJ
per yearr is equivale
ent to abou
ut 3% of currrent biomaass supply in Sweden (see Figure
e 3).
2.2.3 Sa
alix
Salix hass been grow
wn commerrcially in Sw
weden since
e the begin
nning of the
e 1990s, an
nd
Salix pla
antations no
ow amountt to some 11,000 hect ares, equivvalent to 0..4% of the
Swedish arable land (see Figu
ure 10). Desspite this exxperience of about 20
0 years of
cultivatiion, Salix production
p
is
i still an emerging aggricultural a
activity in SSweden witth a
small lan
nd claim, which
w
has been
b
reduce
ed rather th
han expand
ded during the last fivve
years. The current amount off biomass frrom Salix p
plantations,, equivalent to some 1
1.5
PJ per year, is far below the expectatio
e
ns during t he 1990s w
where the cultivation o
of
Salix wa
as expected
d to grow co
ontinuouslyy leading to
o a significa
ant expansiion in the n
near
future (F
Figure 11). Other cellulose-based
d energy crrops curren
ntly grown iin Sweden are
reed can
nary grass, poplar and
d hybrid asp
pen and the
e plantation area of these are
currently
y expanding, but from
m relativelyy low starti ng level (se
ee Figure 10).

Figure 10. The amo
ount of Swe
edish farmland utilize
ed for the p
production o
of perennia
al
energy crops
c
betwe
een 2002 and 2011. So
ource: Swe
edish Board of Agricultture, officia
al
statistics on crops from the database "Bllockdatabaasen".
Starting in 1984, Sa
alix was see
en as the most
m
promissing energyy crop in Sw
weden and R&D
efforts were
w
quite extensive and
a well-fu
unded. Salixx also beca
ame an attrractive
alternative for conventional agricultural
a
l crops, wh ich were le
ess stimulatted in the
15

Swedish national ag
griculture policy
p
from
m 1991 onwaards (Helbyy et al., 2004). A setaside subsidy of 900 €/ha wass introduced which wo
ould be gra
anted for a conversion
n
from cerreal produc
ction to oth
her crops, such
s
as Saliix. On top o
of this, a Sa
alix plantation
would re
eceive 1000
0 €/ha to co
over the esstablishmen
nt costs (He
elby et al, 2004). As a
result off these subssidies, the annual gro
owth rate off Salix plan
ntations wa
as, on avera
age,
2000 ha during the period bettween 1990
0 and 1996 resulting in
n a total arrea of some
e
15,000 ha
h in 1996 (Figure
(
11). During thiis period, tthe nationa
al Swedish d
deregulatio
on of
agricultu
ure, which abandoned
d price regu
ulations forr food crops, was an important
advantag
ge for the competitive
c
eness of Sa
alix. This raapid growth
h in establishment of Salix
plantatio
ons was furrthermore stimulated
s
by positive
e prognosess regardingg Salix as
energy crops
c
in the
e 1990s (see
e Figure 11).

ed Salix pottentials in Sweden byy various stu
udies durin
ng the 1990s,
Figure 11. Estimate
ed as hecta
ares of plan
nted area, compared
c
w
with the acctually plan
nted area until
expresse
2002 (He
elby et al., 2004).
U membersship meant a re-regulaation of Sw
wedish agricculture,
In 1995, Swedish EU
increasin
ng again qu
uite strongly the incen
ntives to grrow food crrops, excep
pt on set-asside
land. In 1997, the subsidies
s
fo
or Salix plantations de
ecreased to
o 300 €/ha after which
they increased again in 1999 to
t 500 €/ha
a (Helby ett al, 2004). As a conse
equence of this,
the competitivenesss of Salix was
w reduce
ed and the e
expansion o
of Salix pla
antations
ended. On
O set-aside land, how
wever, Saliix gained an
n advantagge as it coulld be grown
n
with sub
bsidies thatt were not available
a
fo
or food crops on this lland. Seen from a farm
mers
viewpoin
nt, there was
w still no stable
s
policcy as the a mount of set-aside land required
d by
EU regullations varied significa
antly from year to yeaar.
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Because of the Salix breeding program, new clones with better characteristics and
higher yields became available and dominated the market from the beginning of the
1990s (Helby et al., 2006). These clones showed average annual growth rates of 10-20,
and even up to 30 dry tonne/ha-yr in experimental field trials. However, the average
annual yield in large-scale plantations was expected to be approximately 10-12 dry
tonne/ha-yr when managed well, with proper clone selection and establishment on
sites of moderate soil quality (Helby et al., 2006). Good management includes
fertilization and weed control. However, as a consequence of the agricultural policy
from 1995 and onwards (described above), Salix plantations were mainly established
on set-aside land having poor soil quality. A result of this was that the practical
average Salix yields become significantly lower, typically about 5-7 dry tonne/ha and
year, than the expected yields based on field trials (SOU, 2007).
The small amount of farmland planted with Salix, compared with the expectations
during the 1990s, shown in Figure 11, is explained by Helby et al. (2006) by a
combination of various factors. First, the wood chip prices stayed low during the
period between 1990 and 2005 (see Figure 9) because of abundance of domestic forest
residues and declining harvest costs. Secondly, cheap import of wood chips appeared
to be possible. Thirdly, the usage of old clones resulted in low yields. Because
plantations are replanted after approximately 20 years, many farmers continued to
have the low yielding clones while much better clones were available in the market.
Fourth, Salix was mainly planted on sites with low soil quality due to the subsidy
systems in the agricultural policy and due to the low wood fuel prices, which gave low
yields and reduced the attractiveness. Fifth, the agricultural policy changed after
entering the EU membership resulting in advantages for agricultural crops, which
stimulated a shift from Salix to these annual conventional crops.
Growing perennial energy crops, such as Salix, is from a farmers perspective, a long
term investment and is therefore often perceived to involve a higher risk than growing
traditional annual food crops. This risk can be divided between a cultivation risk (due
to a limited knowledge about potential problems with pests, weeds, etc.), and a price
risk (due to uncertainties in future energy prices and prices of traditional food crops
etc.) (Helby et al., 2004). Thus, there is a need for a risk premium to the farmer as
economic compensation for the increased risk associated with a conversion from
traditional food crop cultivation to Salix cultivation (Rosenqvist et al., 2012). The size
of the risk premium at the farm level depends on the farmer’s level of risk aversion
and also on the level of expected risk in the investment. In a questionnaire survey of
almost one thousand Swedish farmers, using the Choice Experiment method, the
farmers willingness to grow different energy crops was investigated (Paulrud and
Laitila, 2007). The survey results showed that farmers value energy crops with a short
rotation period (preferably annual crops) higher than energy crops with a longer
rotation period, such as Salix. On average, the farmers required 140 € more per
hectare and year in compensation for growing Salix instead of growing an annual crop.
This is equivalent to approximately 1.2 € per GJ, or about 20 % of the current price of
forest fuels (see Figure 9). However, there is a significant variation among different
farmers regarding the size of the required risk compensation. The survey included a
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wide range of farms, including farms judged as “typical Salix candidates” but also
farms having an operation that makes it unlikely that they would shift to Salix
production, such as farms cultivating feed crops for their own animal production.
This example of Salix production in Sweden clearly illustrates the difficulties in
predicting future potentials of biomass from currently non-existing short rotation
energy crops. The market potential is significantly affected of both the economic
conditions in agriculture (which, in turn, is influenced by the agricultural policy) and
future energy prices (and the competitiveness in relation to other biomass-based fuels
and fossil fuels). So far, the market potential of Salix has been 15 to 30 times lower
than the estimated potentials during the 1990s. This gap may, however, decrease in
the future if the various barriers hampering the expansion are gradually reduced.

2.3 Conclusions
The major message in this report is to have realistic expectations on future market
potential of biomass for energy from forestry and agriculture. There are a number of
limitations that will make the amount of market available biomass considerably less
than theoretically available biomass, and the type of limitations will vary depending
on the category of biomass resource. The theoretical potentials are based on
estimates of evidently existing biomass (harvest residues) following forestry and
agriculture or estimates based on assumptions on available land and annual yields of
dedicated energy crops grown on that land in the future (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Schematic figure illustrating that the potential market available biomass for
energy due to social, ecological, technical, and economical limitations, is far below
the theoretical potential.
The theoretical potential is typically based on two principally different biomass
estimates. The first one is estimates of existing biomass like residues following harvest
or residues that appears during refinement of the main crop in ongoing forestry and
agriculture and their refinement industries. The second one is estimates of currently
non-existing biomass, primarily from dedicated energy crops in agriculture or shortrotation forestry, that is assumed to be grown in the future based on assumptions on
available land, soil fertility, and annual yields. Both of these resources have their
limitations that have to be considered in realistic estimations of the market biomass
potential.
Examples of social limitations that will reduce the theoretical biomass potential of
existing biomass is stump biomass following harvest within the reindeer herding areas
(Kivinen et al., 2010) or close to urban areas. Forest owners could also be reluctant to
deliver biomass for energy because it is a low priced commodity and they may be of
the opinion that the biomass and its nutrients are needed in the forest to sustain longterm timber production (Thiffault, et al., 2011). Social limitations for currently nonexisting biomass like Salix includes attitudes from the public, often linked to changes
in the visible features of the landscape, and the landowners that often are more
familiar with other crops or satisfied with current extensive use of their potentially
available arable land.
There are a large number of environmental limitations with the potential to reduce
the theoretical biomass potential (cf. Lattimore, et al., 2009; Walmsley & Godbold,
2010). These include effects of increased biomass production and harvest on the
physical, chemical, and biological status of the soil and thereby on future site
productivity. There are also potential negative effects on surrounding water
ecosystems and ground water, and on the biological diversity, that will put limits on
production and harvest intensity. As one important selling point for bioenergy is that it
is close to climate neutral some biomass will be classified as inappropriate due to poor
greenhouse gas performance. Concerns about the environment may also limit the
possibilities to optimize biomass production by means of genetically improved plants
including GMO, exotic tree or plant species, and intensive fertilization regimes.
Technical and economical limitations are tightly linked together. The economy of the
operation, with or without subsidies or environmental taxes on alternative nonrenewable, energy sources, sets the final limit for market available biomass. Typically
a lot of existing biomass potentially available for energy purposes in forestry and
agriculture is left in the field because it is not economically feasible to procure. This
is because the biomass is a low priced, bulky commodity, distributed over large areas,
often far away from the end-user. Furthermore, the harvest technology in forestry and
agriculture is developed for the main crop i.e. stem-wood or grain. Technical
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development of harvest technologies including biomass for energy (branches, stumps,
straw, Salix etc.) has the potential to increase market available biomass for energy.
But again, biomass for energy is a low priced commodity, meaning that economic
incentives for more pioneering technical development are low. Therefore it is
reasonable to expect a moderate technical development in the near future. Harvest
efficiency with current technology still has the potential to improve over time simply
by making small improvement along the procurement chains. This includes logistics,
small technical improvements, and improved skill of all the operators involved
(Junginger et al., 2005). Global market growth for biomass will also have a positive
effect on the incentives for technical development. If, for example, Salix production
starts to expand in Sweden and elsewhere, scale effects from an increased cultivation
area will reduce production costs. Another reason is the prospects for learning where
future developments in plant breeding, cultivation practice and machinery for Salix
can be expected to lead to reduced production costs. Both the expanded cultivation
and learning can also be expected to lead to reduced risk premium requirements of
farmers, as experience and increased knowledge about Salix cultivation leads to
reduced uncertainties in relation to aspects such as plant diseases, end use markets,
and cultivation technology.
The economy in biomass operations also depends on the price for the energy
alternatives and the prevailing energy policies including subsidies and environmental
taxes on the alternatives. This also includes policies and subsidies for alternative land
use or alternative crops – particularly in agriculture (Ericsson, et al., 2004).
This knowledge about the various limitations in biomass potentials and evaluation of
realistic market biomass potentials is crucial for investors within the bioenergy sector.
This knowledge is also important for policy makers in the development of efficient
policy tools and incentives to promote environmental, social and economically
sustainable biomass supply systems.
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